CONTEXT PAPER
TOWARDS A BOLIVARIAN SOCIAL ECONOMY

The transformation from a capitalist economic model to a socialist one has been a cornerstone of the Bolivarian Process in Venezuela since President Chávez took office in 1999. According to the National Superintendence of Cooperatives, the cooperative sector in Venezuela - representing an important part of the country’s “Social Economy” - makes up about 14% of the Gross Domestic Product and employs about 18% of workers throughout Venezuela.¹

As in many parts of Latin America, neoliberal economic reforms occurring in the 1980s and '90s exacerbated the problems of poverty and inequality in Venezuela. By 1999, Venezuela's poverty rate had reached 50%.² At the World Social Forum in 2005, President Chávez stated: “We must transcend Capitalism [since] it is impossible, within the framework of the capitalist system to solve the grave problems of poverty of the majority of the world’s population.”³

Under the Chávez administration, Venezuela has embarked on a completely different path. The economy is now seen as a vehicle for creating a more inclusive and equal society based on the redistribution of wealth and the principles of solidarity, community participation and endogenous development.

The Social Economy of Venezuela, as explained by President Chávez, “brings together economic and social interests and gains strength from the dynamism in local communities and the participation of citizens and workers of alternative enterprises, such as associative enterprises and self-managed micro-enterprises.”⁴

This vision of the Social Economy is also codified in the 1999 Constitution of the Bolivarian Republic of Venezuela. That charter guarantees institutional support for the creation of new and innovative initiatives in this area.

The 1999 Constitution

Article 299 of the 1999 Constitution emphasizes human development, social justice, participatory democracy, and a fair distribution of wealth. The importance of participation is also expressed in Article 70, which states that the involvement of people in the exercise of their social and economic affairs should be manifest through citizen service organs, self-management, co-management, cooperatives in all forms, community enterprises, as well as other kinds of associations guided by the values of mutual cooperation and solidarity. Article 308 highlights the importance of small- and medium-sized organizations, family-owned businesses, community associations and other arrangements of collective ownership. This is meant to strengthen the country’s economic development “based on the initiative of the people.” And finally, Article 118 makes it the State’s mandate to “promote and protect these associations destined to improve the popular economic alternative.”

Today, hundreds of thousands of people participate actively in the Social Economy in Venezuela... Between 1999 and 2007, the Human Development Index (HDI) increased from 0.72 to 0.8, and the GINI coefficient (measuring inequality) decreased from 0.49 to 0.42.

50.4 % in 1998 to 33.6 % in 2007 and the number of those living in extreme poverty has decreased from 20.3 % to 9.6 % in that same period. The Human Development Index (HDI) increased from 0.72 in 1998 to 0.8 in 2007, and during that time, the GINI coefficient (a measure of economic inequality) decreased from 0.49 to 0.42.5

As is reflected in the 1999 Constitution of Venezuela, the active involvement of citizens in the Social Economy today is not a coincidence, but rather the outcome of a conscious process initiated by the government of Venezuela, eventually leading to concrete actions that inspired Venezuelans to participate in and organize around the Social Economy.

In 2004, the Ministry of Popular Power for Popular Economics (now the Ministry of Popular Power for the Communal Economy) was formed, in order to oversee and implement policies to bring about the movement toward a socialist economy. This required a coordinated effort among various institutions, as well as the participation of organized communities and cooperatives.6

Cooperatives

Although many new, creative and alternative forms of economic organizing have been growing all over Venezuela, the most numerous by far are cooperatives. The cooperatives serve as a platform and as a first step towards more advanced socio-economic models.

According to the Superintendence of Cooperatives (SUNACOOP), which oversees cooperatives in Venezuela, there were 910 cooperatives nationwide in 1999, while by the end of 2007, that number had risen to 228,004. According to SUNACOOP, the cooperative sector in Venezuela now represents about 14% of Venezuela’s GDP, and accounts for about 18% of employment in Venezuela. Most of the cooperatives fall under the service sector (61.29%) and the production sector (27%).

The rise of cooperatives began in 2001, with the “Special Law of Cooperative Associations,” emphasizing the importance of the State in promoting cooperatives through various mechanisms including education, improved access to financial services, direct tax exemption and the prioritization of cooperatives in public contracting (Article 89). In fact, economic growth accelerated in the year 2003 as a result of the implementation of these mechanisms through various state agencies.

Social Missions: Misión Vuelvan Caras & Misión Che Guevara

One of the most important programs in this regard was the creation of “Vuelvan Caras” Mission in early 2004. This state-run program offers both technical education, such as classes in agriculture, tourism or construction, and orientation as to what the Social Economy is about. Between March 2004 and August 2007, over 670,000 people completed the program, resulting in the creation of more than 10,000 cooperatives by its alumni. More than 3,000 of these organizations pertain to the agricultural sector, and they represent an important contribution to the strengthening of this important area of the economy in Venezuela.

“Vuelvan Caras” is one of 25 “social missions,” or state-sponsored social development programs, currently operating in Venezuela in diverse fields of human development such as education, health, culture and nutrition. They are a fundamental part of Venezuela’s policy of redistributing wealth and making basic social services accessible to all citizens. Studies have found that the social missions contributed to a 9.9% decrease in the poverty rate since 2003.

In September 2007, “Vuelvan Caras” continued under its new name, “Che Guevara,” to emphasize the incorporation of new elements into its educational plan. This new plan aims to educate students about the distinctive socio-economic models that have been evolving over time.
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Social Production Enterprises

The Social Production Enterprise (EPS) is one such new model that has developed in Venezuela within the last few years. They are defined by the government as “economic entities dedicated to the production of goods or services in which work has its proper and authentic value, with no discrimination associated with any type of work, no privileges related to certain positions or hierarchies and with equality between its members, based on participative planning.”  

In practical terms, Social Production Enterprises represent an advanced cooperative model, where part of profits are invested into community projects. Today, there are at least 3,060 Social Production Enterprises in Venezuela, representing about 30% of the supplier contract value with state enterprises.

Oil and the Social Economy of Venezuela

PDVSA, Venezuela’s state-owned oil company, has taken a lead role in bringing about the move towards a new socio-economic model. 10% of the investment volume of every project carried out by PDVSA goes into a social fund that is used for projects in education, health, infrastructure or the social missions.

PDVSA is supporting endogenous (or inward-focused) development in Venezuela. By working hand in hand with the private sector, they plan to invest $56 million in 6 large development projects until the year 2013. An important part of this amount will be used to strengthen Venezuela’s technology sector. As part of this plan, called “Sowing the Oil” (Plan Siembra Petrolera), PDVSA has increased its Supplier Diversity Program to include Social Production Enterprises in its supplier base and give small cooperatives the chance to develop their own capacities and technologies. In so doing, PDVSA complies with its special role in the “National Socio-Economic Development Plan 2007 – 2013.”

In 2004, PDVSA’s national contracts were valued at $6 billion. Of this amount, 80% was concentrated in the...
hands of 148 firms. In accordance with the concept of participatory democracy in Venezuela, PDVSA made it a priority to “democratize” its supplier base, meaning that it opened up to the many small cooperatives prevalent throughout the country. This way, the state oil company fostered an endogenous model of development that is in line with Venezuela’s social principals. By December 2007, PDVSA’s supplier network included more than 3,000 Social Production Enterprises.

In fact, PDVSA developed an extensive program around the inclusion of EPS, having hundreds of people work on the identification of supplier opportunities, a standardized EPS registration system, and an educational program aiming at strengthening social production enterprises and preparing them to do business with PDVSA and other government entities. In its “EPS School,” the potential suppliers pass through three phases of socio-economic and technical education, receiving up to 760 hours of preparation, depending on the sophistication of the service to be provided.

Once an EPS has a contract with PDVSA, it commits itself to contributing about 3% of profits to PDVSA’s Social Fund, which currently holds millions of dollars being invested in community projects. The remaining companies within PDVSA’s supplier chain that are not EPS converted to “EPS Promotion Enterprises,” meaning that they comply with certain criteria, such as supporting and establishing alliances with EPS or contributing to PDVSA’s Social Fund just like the EPS themselves.

**NUDES & Social Production Networks**

Beyond the Social Production Enterprises, many other new socio-economic concepts have evolved in recent years, such as the “Nuclei of Endogenous Development” (NUDES). In Venezuela NUDES are formed when communities discover potential projects, linked to a physical space in their surroundings (installations, factories, land) and organize in and around this space to carry these projects out. For example, various cooperatives might join to reactivate the area of an abandoned factory, reviving in this way a whole
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neighborhood and linking the inhabitants of this area to the activities of the NUDE, such as in the case of the Nucleus “Fabricio Ojeda.” A huge inventory plant in the neighborhood Catia in Caracas had been inactive for 12 years until the community decided to turn it into a NUDE. In February 2004, 330 persons formed 24 cooperatives for carrying out diverse construction projects in the nucleus and bringing the area back to life. Today, the Nucleus is a flourishing and active community center hosting more than 60 cooperatives in various areas and counting on important facilities and services such as health care clinics, *Misión Che Guevara*, sports camps and pharmacies, just to name a few. **Today one can find more than 100 NUDES in Venezuela including more than 950 cooperatives active in various fields and especially in agriculture.**

Social Production Networks are formed when a Nucleus connects with other Nuclei, or with cooperatives, EPS’s, Socialist Production Units or any form of alternative organization to carry out activities for the benefit of the community.  

**Socialist Production Units (UPS)**

Socialist Production Units are companies run by the government and marked by extensive community involvement. UPS’s are found predominantly in the agricultural sector, and they promote national agricultural sovereignty. Part of the profits of these companies is invested into community projects, which are identified jointly with local community leaders. In the long term, UPS’s will ideally be handed over directly to the community and run as community enterprises.

For example, the UPS Agrimiro Gabaldon, formerly a privately-run coffee plantation that was forced to close down due to a drop in coffee prices, was recently inaugurated as a Socialist Production Unit. Under the new model, it extended its coffee cultivation area from 35 hectares to 96 hectares in the year 2005, and began selling its output mainly to public entities.  

**Thanks to the creation of these NUDES, Socialist Production Units, and Social Production Networks, an important number of neglected sites and companies have been revived, providing new jobs and linking local economies to local communities to carry out infrastructure and social projects.**

**Barter Trade**

In order to strengthen regional economies and make them less vulnerable to financial crisis, the government of Venezuela has actively supported the rise of barter system and the creation of communal currencies throughout Venezuela. **Currently, about 4,000 people practice bartering in 6 different regions in Venezuela** (Yaracuy, Falcon, Sucre, Nueva Esparta, Margarita, Barinas, Trujillo). Each has its own local currency. Agricultural
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products are mainly available for barter trade, and the practice fosters local agriculture.

**Communal Councils and Communal Banks**

Communal Banks were developed hand in hand with Communal Councils, or elected neighborhood-based councils. Communal Councils oversee local politics and execute development projects geared toward improving the socio-economic status of their communities. The concept of Communal Councils is grounded in the Law of Communal Councils, which was passed in April 2006.

Communal Banks are the financial arm of the Communal Councils. They are constituted as cooperatives and administered democratically by five persons elected to the Citizens’ Assembly, which is the highest decision-making body of the Communal Councils. Communal Banks facilitate the flow of resources toward community development projects.
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Thanks to the thousands of community projects carried out by Communal Councils, many important initiatives such as street pavings, sports fields, medical centers, and sewage and water systems have been financed and implemented.

According to the Ministry of Popular Power for Participation and Social Development, there were 19,500 Communal Councils in Venezuela by March 2007, and the majority of them received funding from various ministries and state institutions.

For example, by March 2008, the Ministry of Popular Power for the Communal Economy alone has approved more than $400 million to be handed over to 2,540 Communal Banks for productive projects. 1,533 of these banks have already received the whole amount assigned to them, and another 833 received part of the amount. With this money, 21,277 micro-credits were allotted to cooperatives and individual entrepreneurs. Most is used for projects in the service industry, or in commerce or agriculture. By the end of this year, FONDEMI (the Microfinance Development Fund) plans to finance 3,000 more Communal Banks, distributing yet another $420 million for productive projects.

Thank you to the thousands of community projects carried out by Communal Councils, many important initiatives such as street pavings, sports fields, medical centers, and sewage and water systems have been financed and implemented.

The current government has made huge strides in bringing about the turn from a capitalist economy to a socialist economy. Changes have occurred on both the governmental level as well as the societal level, and these have been the result of a commitment by state actors, big industries such as PDVSA, and most importantly, the participation of the people. It is thanks to these combined efforts that advancements were achieved.
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Additional Information

Ministry of Popular Power for the Communal Economy: http://www.minec.gob.ve/
Sunacoop: http://www.sunacoop.gob.ve/
Banco de la Mujer: http://www.banmujer.gob.ve/
Universidad de los Andes – Cayapa: http://saber.ula.ve/cayapa/
PDVSA:  